
W hile ethnic strife and
regional conflict con-
tinue to erupt around
the world, the geopo-

litical situation has markedly become
more peaceful in the Americas. This
transformation is obvious in the dis-
course used to describe the area. Gone
are terms that once distorted North
American images of Latin America and
the Caribbean—communist subver-
sion, military dictatorships, death
squads, nuclear proliferation, hyperin-
flation, and U.S. imperialism. These
terms have been replaced over the last

decade by constructive images replete
with a fresh vocabulary—democratic
reform, market economy, peace opera-
tions, confidence building, transna-
tionalism, and cooperative security.
Such expressions are evidence of a rev-
olution that has quietly awakened the
hemisphere, offering greater hope for
solidarity and security than at any
time in history. New economic, politi-
cal, and cultural rhythms that are gain-
ing strength in many nations are not
random or unrelated developments,
nor are they cyclical in nature. These
are unique responses to profound local

experiences and a
transformed in-
ternational envi-
ronment. 

This largely unfamiliar and under-
valued area to the south of the United
States encompasses 33 Latin American
and insular Caribbean states, ranging
from Brazil, the fifth largest country in
the world (with a land mass greater than
that of the continental United States),
to Barbados, one of the smallest. There
are some 451 million people in the re-
gion, a third of them in Brazil and a
quarter in Mexico. The population is ex-
pected to exceed 750 million by 2010,
as São Paulo and Mexico City become
two of the largest cities in the world.

The emerging market democracies
of Latin America have replaced the tra-
ditional means of protectionism and
statism with private initiative, foreign
investment, and export-oriented
growth. Additionally, the region has
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experienced the ascendancy of subre-
gional cooperative regimes such as the
North American Free Trade Agreement
and the Southern Cone Common Mar-
ket as well as an end to international-
ized conflict in Central America. Over-
laying the slow processes of economic
reform and realignment is a shift from
authoritarian government to constitu-
tional democracy.

In 1979, the democratic commu-
nity included only Costa Rica, Colom-
bia, Venezuela, and the Caribbean
members of the British Common-
wealth, and stability in the region was

deteriorating. Today, however, 32 of 33
Latin American and Caribbean states
have representative governments. Only
Cuba retains an authoritarian system.
This “quiet revolution” has stimulated
substantial Asian and European trade
with and investment in American mar-
kets. Of greater potential consequence,
this transformation has promoted an
unprecedented awareness of hemi-
spheric community based on common
values, interests, and concern about the
future. Domestic developments have
led nations in Latin America and the
Caribbean to reconsider their attitudes
toward Washington, resulting in more
harmonious relations despite long-
standing asymmetries in North-South
power and episodic U.S. engagement.
The possible outcome of the shift to-
ward political and economic homo-
geneity, while still indeterminate, sug-
gests the emergence of Brazil as a power
and, as well, the concept of South
America as a distinct region with its
own strategic perspectives.

The Stakes
The overreaching U.S. security ob-

jectives in Latin America and the Car-
ibbean are to ensure the area remains
stable, democratic, and friendly to
commerce and trade, and to maintain
a regional military presence. Since the
enunciation of the Monroe Doctrine,
this goal has entailed diplomacy and,

occasionally, the use of force to pre-
vent rivals from undermining the in-
fluence of the United States and its
ability to keep regional events from
getting out of control. Except for the
Cuban missile crisis, no country in the
hemisphere has posed a direct threat
to the United States.

During the Cold War, Washington
focused on the Caribbean Basin and
was less attentive to South America.
U.S. strategic priorities stressed protect-
ing access to and movement within
the region (including unrestricted use
of the Panama Canal), maintaining

presence through its military
bases in and around the Carib-
bean, and assuring access to
fuel and nonfuel minerals.
Neighbors regarded the U.S. ap-
proach as fixed exclusively on
its own goals, with little regard

for the interests or priorities of other
states. Their leaders sensed a tendency
to look southward only through North
American eyes and rely on U.S. solu-
tions to local problems. Actions often
were taken unilaterally and without
consultation, resulting in diplomatic
confrontations and mutual distrust.

During the 1980s Washington
found that security was not the only re-
gional policy issue. There were core de-
mocratic values to be upheld in the
Americas. The United States perceived
that it had an obligation to back mod-
erate forces which advocated a commit-
ment to human rights, social justice,
and representative government, and
championed democratization. Support
for this political transition took many
forms, ranging from public manifesta-
tions and technical assistance for newly
elected governments to relatively sig-
nificant amounts of military aid for the
Salvadoran state during its civil war
and U.S. military action to restore
democracy in Grenada and Panama,
and more recently in Haiti.

North-South relations are more
positive and cooperative in the current
transformed context. In December
1994, for example, leaders of the hemi-
sphere’s 34 democracies gathered in
Miami for the Summit of the Americas.
Then, in July 1995, senior defense offi-
cials from these nations convened in
Williamsburg for the Defense Minister-

ial of the Americas. Moreover, there
was a rapid effective response in early
1995 to fighting between Ecuador and
Peru over a contested part of their fron-
tier in the Amazon. Close partnership
among the guarantors of the 1942 Rio
protocol, which includes the United
States, facilitated a cessation of hostili-
ties and separation of forces, creating
the basis for a diplomatic solution. The
recent case of Haiti also demonstrated
effective and extensive regional cooper-
ation during maritime interdiction of
arms and oil prior to September 1994
as well as during Operation Uphold
Democracy and the follow-on phase
under the United Nations.

The United States is beginning to
realize that it has a substantial stake in
peaceful, stable, and prosperous Latin
American and Caribbean nations and
that Washington’s traditional one-
sided strategic approach is no longer
useful in assuring its security interests.
By collaborating with allies and friends
in the region, the United States will
benefit from trade and investment op-
portunities, some relief in immigration
and other spillover effects of instability
outside its borders, and long-sought
after advancements in core values.
Working together is a function of ne-
cessity in order to be free of traditional
and non-traditional threats and appre-
hensions in the region, such as territo-
rial claims, drug-trafficking, organized
crime, and terrorism.

The Core Issues
Although the Caribbean basin still

commands public attention, often nar-
rowing the scope of U.S. interests and
blurring distinctions between domestic
and foreign policy, Washington is try-
ing to interact on a wide range of issues
across the hemisphere. Opportunities
and vulnerabilities are increasingly
transnational in nature. Thus the need
is greater than ever for the United
States and its neighbors to successfully
address regional core issues: trade and
development; political, economic, and
social reform in fragile democracies;
and stemming drug traffic.

Latin America is once again the
fastest growing market for U.S. exports
and investment. The average annual
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rate of growth in exports was 21 per-
cent from 1987 to 1993, twice the rate
of the European Union. Oil is another
economic factor. Venezuela is the
largest supplier of refined petroleum to
the United States. Mexico, Trinidad,
and increasingly Colombia are major
suppliers, reducing U.S. dependence
on the oil fields of the Middle East.
World commerce continues to pass
through Panama, where the issue of re-
duced U.S. military presence after final
implementation of the Panama Canal
treaty is still open to exploratory dis-
cussion. The possible retention of a
small military infrastructure after the
year 2000 has strategic significance,
signaling that the United States has
both a commitment to the region and
a desire to cooperate in facing transna-
tional threats. 

The sustained appeal and credibil-
ity of democratic governance and free
markets are vital to the United States. Of
immediate concern is the outcome of
political, economic, and social reforms
that affect commerce and trade and, per-
haps most significant, drive decisions to
emigrate. Sixty percent of over a million
legal immigrants annually to the United
States in recent years come from the
Americas, mainly Mexico. But this pic-
ture is incomplete. The region also gen-
erates well over half of the estimated two
to four million undocumented arrivals
and an additional 1.1 million who are
apprehended and turned back. Control
of illegal migration and refugees can
only begin abroad.

The region is also the source of all
the cocaine, most of the marijuana,
and a growing share of the heroin en-

tering the United States. This amounts
to an estimated 300 metric tons of co-
caine, two-thirds of which enters via
Mexico, roughly 2,000 metric tons of
marijuana, chiefly Mexican, and 37
metric tons of heroin from Colombia
and Mexico. The inter-American re-
sponse to the illicit traffic in drugs in-
volves attempts to cut the U.S. de-
mand, coordinate the interdiction of

the flow, and cooperate in the curtail-
ing of money laundering. There also is
deep U.S. interest in reinforcing justice
and democracy by helping neighbors
defeat internal threats from illegal nar-
cotics activities to core institutions—
political parties, legislatures, courts,
and law enforcement.

As the United States draws closer to
its neighbors, there are opportunities for
cooperation, but there is also the danger
of adverse consequences from setbacks

and disturbances in the region.
It will take time for most Latin
American and Caribbean states
to strengthen fragile govern-
ments, create accountable in-
stitutions, counter corruption,
right injustice, and meet the

needs of minorities. Elected leaders still
fear social conflict within their borders.
The most serious threats to national sta-
bility are caused by domestic crime and
violence which is increasingly linked to
poverty, drug traffic, and unresponsive
public policy. Fortunately, political and

economic reforms over the last decade
and a secure intra-American environ-
ment have eased tensions over territorial
disputes. But old enmities and suspi-
cions persist and conflicts are still possi-
ble. The difference is a commitment
which exists now to use legal frame-
works and diplomacy to find equitable,
lasting solutions.

Defense Engagement 
The Department of Defense has

long exercised an important role in Latin
America and the Caribbean by encour-
aging military cooperation on shared
professional interests. However, the na-
ture of U.S. security interests today, the
emergence of common concerns, and a
steady reduction in military resources
have caused engagement in the region
to become more diverse and innovative.
As articulated in U.S. Security Strategy for
the Americas, issued in 1995 by the Of-
fice of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for International Security Affairs, this
defense engagement encompasses pro-
viding intelligence, operational, and lo-
gistical support for counterdrug efforts;
encouraging the peaceful resolution of
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disputes, adopting
confidence and se-

curity building measures, and achieving
nonproliferation and conventional arms
control goals; promoting democratic
norms in civil-military relations; and
deepening professional contact among
military counterparts. Traditional and
non-traditional U.S. policy objectives
place a high premium on leveraging de-
fense assets to expand security contacts
and strengthen professional collabora-
tion. The focus is no longer solely on
forces deployed in the region, but rather
on military and civilian defense contacts
and programs in the United States and
overseas. Examples include meetings of

defense ministers and their staffs, bilat-
eral working groups, academic activities
which facilitate political-military dia-
logue, combined planning and informa-
tion sharing, military deployments that
bolster U.S. diplomatic efforts (such as
restoring democracy in Haiti or deploy-
ing peace observers and logistic support
along the Ecuador-Peru border), multi-
national military exercises, humanitar-
ian relief, and innovative human rights
initiatives.

Defense strategy today in the
Americas reflects the influence of un-
precedented political and economic

transformations in the hemisphere. Em-
phasis is on developing low-profile mul-
tilateral cooperation to address shared
security concerns, expanding profes-
sional contact, and encouraging devel-
opment of a military ethos suitable for
democratic society. For the foreseeable
future, engagement will be successful to
the extent it meets U.S. core interests,
continues to demonstrate commitment
to the region with a rapid-response ca-
pability for natural or diplomatic emer-
gencies, and lowers the odds of intra-re-
gional conflict and need to deploy
forces in a crisis.

Partnership 
Is the United States ready for inter-

American partnerships? Does it recog-
nize that security now and for the fore-
seeable future will be more closely tied
to its American neighbors than before?
Secretary of State George C. Marshall, a
distinguished statesman not usually as-
sociated with the Americas, replied af-
firmatively to these questions in 1947
while testifying before Congress on the
Inter-American Military Cooperation
Act: “. . . with the Atlantic Ocean on
one side and the Pacific Ocean on the
other, between us and the great distur-
bances in the world of other peoples, it
is all the more important that the West-
ern Hemisphere be maintained on as
unified a basis as possible. That is to our
interest and to the interests of every
country in the Western Hemisphere,
and therefore I think in the best inter-
ests of the world.”

As in Marshall’s day, the United
States is drawn to the East and West
outside its immediate neighborhood in
pursuit of its global interests. In the
past, attention to inter-American af-
fairs has tended to wane and the focus
on solidarity and security has vanished
from the national view, often to our
mutual detriment. Secretary of Defense
Perry, General McCaffrey, and other
distinguished American authors from
North and South who contributed to
this JFQ Forum put the hemisphere in
proper perspective and underscore the
complexity of regional defense issues.
They introduce a scene that is rich in
fresh possibilities for greater mutual
understanding and partnerships as
well as more flexible and positive pro-
fessional thinking. JFQ
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